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The "honorable men" who ruled the Old South had a language all their own, one comprised of many
apparently outlandish features yet revealing much about the lives of masters and the nature of slavery. When
we examine Jefferson Davis's explanation as to why he was wearing women's clothing when caught by
Union soldiers, or when we consider the story of Virginian statesman John Randolph, who stood on his
doorstep declaring to an unwanted dinner guest that he was "not at home," we see that conveying empirical
truths was not the goal of their speech. Kenneth Greenberg so skillfully demonstrates, the language of honor
embraced a complex system of phrases, gestures, and behaviors that centered on deep-rooted values:
asserting authority and maintaining respect. How these values were encoded in such acts as nose-pulling,
outright lying, dueling, and gift-giving is a matter that Greenberg takes up in a fascinating and original way.

The author looks at a range of situations when the words and gestures of honor came into play, and he re-
creates the contexts and associations that once made them comprehensible. We understand, for example, the
insult a navy lieutenant leveled at President Andrew Jackson when he pulls his nose, once we understand
how a gentleman valued his face, especially his nose, as the symbol of his public image. Greenberg probes
the lieutenant's motivations by explaining what it meant to perceive oneself as dishonored and how such a
perception seemed comparable to being treated as a slave. When John Randolph lavished gifts on his friends
and enemies as he calmly faced the prospect of death in a duel with Secretary of State Henry Clay, his
generosity had a paternalistic meaning echoed by the master-slave relationship and reflected in the pro-
slavery argument. These acts, together with the way a gentleman chose to lend money, drink with strangers,
go hunting, and die, all formed a language of control, a vision of what it meant to live as a courageous free
man. In reconstructing the language of honor in the Old South, Greenberg reconstructs the world.
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From reader reviews:

Brian Roberts:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the concept Honor
and Slavery suitable to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. The book
untitled Honor and Slaveryis a single of several books that everyone read now. This specific book was
inspired a lot of people in the world. When you read this book you will enter the new shape that you ever
know before. The author explained their strategy in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to be
aware of the core of this guide. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. To help
you see the represented of the world within this book.

Guadalupe Eggleston:

Often the book Honor and Slavery will bring someone to the new experience of reading a new book. The
author style to spell out the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to learn, this book very
suitable to you. The book Honor and Slavery is much recommended to you to read. You can also get the e-
book from the official web site, so you can quicker to read the book.

Clara Gay:

Many people spending their moment by playing outside along with friends, fun activity with family or just
watching TV all day long. You can have new activity to enjoy your whole day by reading a book. Ugh, you
think reading a book really can hard because you have to take the book everywhere? It fine you can have the
e-book, taking everywhere you want in your Mobile phone. Like Honor and Slavery which is having the e-
book version. So , why not try out this book? Let's notice.

David Perrin:

Don't be worry should you be afraid that this book will probably filled the space in your house, you could
have it in e-book way, more simple and reachable. That Honor and Slavery can give you a lot of pals because
by you taking a look at this one book you have point that they don't and make you more like an interesting
person. This specific book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information
that maybe your friend doesn't learn, by knowing more than different make you to be great people. So , why
hesitate? We need to have Honor and Slavery.
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